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Neutral trialanine (Ala3), which is geometrically constrained to have its peptide bond at Φ and Ψ angles of
R-helix and PPII-like conformers, are studied at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory to examine vibrational
interactions between adjacent peptide units. Delocalization of the amide I, amide II, and amide III3 vibrations
are analyzed by calculating their potential energy distributions (PED). The vibrational coupling strengths are
estimated from the frequency shifts between the amide vibrations of Ala3 and the local amide bond vibrations
of isotopically substituted Ala3 derivatives. Our calculations show the absence of vibrational coupling of the
amide I and amide II bands in the PPII conformations. In contrast, the R-helical conformation shows strong
coupling between the amide I vibrations due to the favorable orientation of the CdO bonds and the strong
transitional dipole coupling. The amide III3 vibration shows weak coupling in both the R-helix and PPII
conformations; this band can be treated as a local independent vibration. Our calculated results in general
agree with our previous experimental UV Raman studies of a 21-residue mainly alanine-based peptide (AP).

Introduction
Vibrational spectroscopy is a powerful method for determin-

ing molecular structure and dynamics, as evident from the
numerous IR and Raman studies that have examined the
conformations and dynamics of peptides and proteins.1-15 These
studies interpret spectral changes in terms of alterations in
equilibrium conformations. Most often, the underlying assump-
tion is that the systems are linear and that the measured spectra
derive from a weighted linear sum of the spectral contributions
of the individual conformations. In the case of peptide secondary
structure studies, it is assumed that the spectra are the linear
sum of the spectra of the individual peptide bonds and that the
individual peptide bond spectra are uniquely characteristic of
the conformation about each peptide bond. This presumption
assumes that there is negligible coupling between the atomic
motions of adjacent peptide bonds.
If significant coupling occurs between adjacent peptide bonds,

the individual peptide bond spectra would depend upon their
context. In this case, a simple linear interpretation of the resultant
observed spectra becomes impossible. It would, thus, become
necessary to understand the dependence of the peptide bond
spectra on coupling of atomic motions between adjacent peptide
bonds. This coupling can be studied theoretically by calculating
the normal modes of peptides.
Previous studies, which have examined vibrational coupling

between the same peptide bond vibrations between peptide bond
units, have mainly focused on the amide I vibration, which is
primarily a CdO stretching mode mixed with minor contribu-
tions from C-N stretching and CR-C-N deformation.2,4,5,16-27
It has been demonstrated that the amide I vibrations of
polypeptides show significant coupling and are delocalized
across many peptide bonds. The coupling between the amide I
vibrations is enabled by its large transition dipole moment as
shown by Krimm and co-workers.28-31
Very few studies have examined vibrational coupling between

the amide II (C-N stretching and N-H bending coupled out-

of-phase) vibrations of adjacent peptide units and the coupling
between amide III vibrations (C-N stretching and N-H bending
coupled in-phase) of adjacent peptide units.32 These couplings
should be smaller than that of the amide I vibrations because
the transition dipoles are smaller. Understanding the extent of
coupling of the amide III vibrations is important because the
amide III Raman bands are the most sensitive to peptide
conformation. In fact, the lowest frequency amide III band
component, which is denoted as the amide III3 vibration, is a
sensitive probe of the peptide bondΨ angle.33-35 It is important
to understand whether the amide III3 vibration is a local mode
or if it involves collective peptide unit motion; is its frequency
determined solely by the conformation of the vibrating peptide
unit, or is its frequency also determined by the conformation
of adjacent peptide units?
To examine the extent of coupling of amide I, amide II, and

amide III3 vibrations between peptide units, we previously
experimentally studied this coupling by examining the UV
resonance Raman spectra (UVRS) of two linked amides in
mixed H2O/D2O solutions.36 We also examined the 21-residue
mainly poly Ala peptide (AP), which is ∼50% R-helix at 0 °C
and melts to a polyproline II (PPII) conformation at higher
temperatures.36,37 Our hypothesis was that if the peptide
vibrations were coupled, then partial deuteration of the amide
nitrogens would alter the amide bond vibrations dramatically,
because deuteration of the N-H decouples N-H bending from
C-N stretching. This large mass change would dramatically
change the specific peptide bond amide vibrations. Thus, the
partially deuterated spectrum would not simply be the sum of
the spectra of the fully deuterated and non-deuterated peptides.
These studies36,37 suggested essential vibrational independence

of the amide III3 and amide II bands for linked peptide bonds
in both the R-helix and PPII conformations of AP. In addition,
the amide I and amide I′ vibrations showed no evidence for
coupling in the case of the AP PPII conformation, and the amide
I band of the R-helix conformation showed significant inter-
peptide bond coupling.
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The weakness of our experimental study was that we did not
know the magnitude expected for the band frequency perturba-
tion due to coupling of adjacent peptide bonds. In the work
here, we further clarify the extent of interpeptide coupling using
vibrational analysis calculated by using electronic structure
methods. We examined trialanine (Ala3) as a model peptide to
study vibrational interactions between adjacent peptide units and
studied the normal mode compositions of the amide I, amide
II, and amide III3 vibrations for geometries constrained to occur
in the PPII and R-helical conformations.
We also calculated the normal modes for several Ala3

isotopomers where we reduce coupling between adjacent
substituents and peptide bonds by altering the atomic masses.
We used these calculated local mode frequencies to estimate
the magnitude of the amide band frequency shifts due to
vibrational coupling.

Computational Details

All calculations were performed at the density functional
theory38-40 (DFT) level by using the Gaussian 03 calculation
package.41 Geometry optimization and vibrational frequency
analysis were carried out by using B3LYP functional42-44 and
a 6-31+G(d,p) basis set. Partial geometry optimization was
performed for trialanine (Ala3) in vacuum with each specified
pair of fixed values of � and ψ angles corresponding to R-helical
(� ) -76°; ψ ) -44°) and PPII-like (� ) -67°; ψ ) 132°)
secondary structures. The values of the �- and ψ-angles were
taken from the molecular dynamics study performed by Mu et
al.45 The authors showed that conformations with these particular
values of ψ and � angles are the most populated by short
peptides. To take into account frequency shifts that occur in
the PPII conformation due to peptide-water hydrogen-bonding,
we partially optimized the geometry and calculated frequencies
for Ala3 in a PPII conformation surrounded by water molecules.
We calculated the normal modes of Ala3 in both the R-helical

and PPII conformations for the natural abundance and the
following isotopomers: 13Cd18O substituted at the N-terminus
peptide unit, 13Cd18O substituted at the C-terminus peptide unit,
N-D substituted at the N-terminus peptide unit, N-D substi-
tuted at the C-terminus peptide unit, ND2 substituted at the
N-terminus amide group, simultaneous ND2 substitution and
N-D substitution at the N-terminus peptide unit, and simulta-
neous ND2 substitution and N-D substitution at the C-terminus
peptide unit. The harmonic vibrational frequencies were cor-
rected by the previously suggested scaling factor of 0.97.46,47
We calculated the potential energy distribution (PED) by using
the GAR2PED Gaussian output processing program written by
J. M. L. Martin and C. Van Alsenoy.48

To distinguish contributions of the nuclear motions of
different peptide units to the calculated normal mode composi-

tion, we labeled the internal vibrational coordinates (bonds,
valence and torsion angles corresponding to stretching, bending
and torsional vibrations, respectively, Figure 1).

Results and Discussion

Normal Mode Composition Analysis. Amide I. Our previous
experimental study of the UVRS of the 21-residue AP peptide
in pure water, pure D2O, and H2O/D2O mixtures concluded
that the amide I vibrations are coupled in R-helical AP and
uncoupled in the PPII conformation.37 This conclusion is
consistent with the results of Hochstrasser’s group.5,24
Our R-helical Ala3 vibrational analysis demonstrates two

amide I modes, a high frequency A symmetry vibration (1716
cm-1), and a lower frequency E1 symmetry vibration (1702
cm-1) (Table 1). Each mode contains CO stretching contribu-
tions from both peptide units.
In contrast, the two amide I modes calculated for the PPII

conformation of Ala3 are essentially local vibrations of the
individual CO stretches. These results agree with our experi-
mental data, which indicated coupled amide I modes in the
R-helical conformation but local amide I modes in the PPII
conformation.
Amide II. In D2O, N-H deuteration causes the complex amide

II vibration to become an almost pure C-N stretch (amide II′)
due to decoupling of N-H bending from C-N stretching.49,50
The amide II′ appears as a doublet in N-methylacetamide (NMA)
and AP because of a Fermi resonance between the amide II′
vibration and a combination of the low frequency amide IV′
(632 cm-1) and a skeletal deformation vibration (∼873 cm-1).50
Our theoretical results for the amide II of R-helical Ala3

indicate more coupling than our experimental studies do.
Experimentally, we did not observe a clear frequency shift for
the amide II and amide II′ bands in the PPII and R-helix
conformations of AP upon adjacent peptide bond deuteration/
protonation. Unfortunately, we were unable to completely
exclude small frequency shifts for the amide II bands due to

Figure 1. Labeling of peptide atoms indicating definitions of peptide
unit and Ψ and φ angles.

TABLE 1: Amide I Frequencies and Normal Mode Compositions of Ala3 in r-Helix and PPII Conformationsa

conformer ν, cm-1 PED, %
R-helix 1702 N-term PU: CO s (51), NCRC b (4), -CN s (4), -CRC s (2), NH inp b (1), -CNpCR b (1)

C-term PU: -CaOa s (27), CR
aNaCa b (2), CaNa s (2), CR

aCN b (1), CaCR
a s (1), -CaCR

bNa b (1)
1716 C-term PU: CaOa s (52), CR

aNaCa b (4), -CaNa s (3), -CaCR
a s (2), -NaHa inp b (2), CaCR

bNa b (1),
-CaNCR

a b (1)
N-term PU: CO s (27), NCRC b (2), -CN s (2), -CRC s (1), -NH inp b (1), CR

aCN b (1)
PPII 1695 N-term PU: CO s (70), NCRC b (6), -CN s (5), -NH2 scs (4), -CRC s (3), -CaOa s (3), -NH inp b (2),

CNpCR b (2), CR
aCN b (2), -CC�CR b (1)

1698 C-term PU: CaOa s (75), -CaNa s (7), CR
aNaCa b (6), CO s (3), -CaCR

a s (3), -NaHa inp b (2),
CaCR

bNa b (2), CaNCR
a b (1)

a Frequencies are scaled by factor 0.97. Abbreviations: PU, peptide unit; s, stretch; b, bending; inp b, in-plane bending; scs, scissoring.
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overlap of HOD bending and arginine side-chain bands and the
molecular O2 stretching vibrations, which shows spectral
intensity variations.37
Table 2 indicates two different amide II modes for the

R-helical Ala3 conformation (1480 and 1495 cm-1), which
derive from the in- and out-of-phase coupled vibrations of both
peptide units. These amide II vibrations contain similar contri-
butions of C-N stretching and N-H bending of both peptide
units. For example, the 1495 cm-1 amide II vibration contains
28% N-H bending of the N-terminal peptide units and 20%
N-H bending of the C-terminal peptide unit. In contrast, the
two amide II vibrations of Ala3 in the PPII conformation occur
much closer in frequency and are almost local modes (Table
2).
Amide III3. The amide III spectral region shows several bands

that originate from vibrations involving C-N, N-CR, CR-C,
and C-CR stretching and N-H and CR-Η bending motions.51
The “classic” amide III band (specifically the amide III3)
involves CN stretching with in-phase N-H bending, which
couples to CRH in-phase bending in the PPII conformation. This
conformation-dependent coupling makes this amide III3 band

extremely sensitive to peptide secondary structure.35 In the
R-helical AP, this band occurs at 1261 cm-1, and in the PPII
conformation, the amide III3 band occurs at 1245 cm-1. The
D2O decoupling of ND bending from CN stretching and CRH
bending upon deuteration results in the disappearance of the
amide III3 band, as well as the other amide III region
bands.49,51,52 Our UVRS comparison between the R-helical and
PPII bands of AP spectra in H2O/D2O mixtures indicated that
the spectra could be modeled as the sum of the deuterated and
protonated species in both the R-helical and PPII conformations.
We concluded that there was insignificant coupling between
the amide III3 vibrations of adjacent peptide units.37
The conclusions from our theoretical studies are confounded

by the fact that the two amide III3 vibrations in Ala3 differ
significantly because the N-terminal peptide unit amide III3
vibration selectively couples to the penultimate NH2 rocking
motion (Table 3). The amide III3 vibration is very complicated.
In addition to the atomic motions listed above, the amide III3
vibration also has contributions from CR-C stretching, CH3
rocking (from the Ala methyl side-chain), and CdO in-plane
bending. However, the main contributions are still from C-N

TABLE 2: Calculated Amide II Frequencies and Normal Mode Compositions (PED) for Ala3 in r-Helical and PPII
Conformationsa

conformer ν, cm-1 PED, %
R-helix 1480 N-term PU: NH inp b (19), -CN s (10), -CHR

b inp b (5), CH3b asym def′ (4), -CO inp b (2),
-CH3 asym def′ (2), CRC s (1), CO s (1)

C-term PU: NaHa inp b (26), -CaNa s (12), NaCR
b s (4), -CaHR

a inp b (2), NCR
a s (3), -CaOa inp b (2),

CaCR
a s (1), -CH3b asym def (1), CH3b rocking′ (1)

1495 N-term PU: NH inp b (28), -CN s (15), CO inp b (3), CRC s (2), -CH3 asym def′ (1)
C-term PU: NaHa inp b (20), CaNa s (8), NCR

a s (4), CHR
a inp b (4), -NaCR

b s (3), CH3a asym def′ (2),
-CHR

a inp b (2), CaOa inp b (1), -CaCR
a s (1), -CH3b asym def′ (1), -CaOa s (1)

PPII 1491 N-term PU: NH inp b (39), -CN s (23), CRC s (4), -CO inp b (4), -CH3 asym def′ (2), CHR inp b (1),
CO s (1), -NH2 rocking (1)

C-term PU: NaHa inp b (5), NCR
a s (5), -CHR

a inp b (4), -CaNa s (3), CH3a asym def′ (2),
NC�

aCR
a b (1), NaCR

b s(1)
1495 C-term PU: NaHa inp b (44), -CaNa s (25), NaCR

b s (6), -NaCR
b s (4), CaCR

a s (4), -CH3a asym def′ (2),
CR

aHR
a inp b (2), -CR

bHR
b inp b (1), -NCR

a s (1), NaC�
bCR

b b (1), CH3b asym def′ (1),
CR

bHR
b outp b (1), -NaCpCR

b b (1)
N-term PU: -NH inp b (3), CN s (2)

a Frequencies are scaled by factor 0.97. Abbreviations: PU, peptide unit; s, stretch; b, bending; inp b, in-plane bending; outp b, out-of-plane
bending; scs, scissoring.

TABLE 3: Calculated AmIII3 Frequencies and Normal Mode Compositions of Trialaninea

conformer ν, cm-1 PED, %
R-helix 1222 C-term PU: CaNa s (18), NaHa inp b (17), -CaCR

a s (16), CaOa inp b (7), -CHR
b outp b (6), -NaCR

b s (6),
CR

bHR
b inp b (4), NCR

a s (3), CH3b rocking (2), -NC�
aCR

a b (2), CH3a rocking′ (2),
CaNCR

a b (2), -CH3a rocking (1), CaC�
aCR

a b (1), -CH3a asym def′ (1), CH3b rocking′ (1),
CH3b asym def (1), NaCpCR

b b (1), -CR
aHR

a outp b (1), NaC�
bCR

b b (1), CR
aC�

a s (1)
N-term PU: -NH2 rocking (2), CRHR outp b (1), -COp inp b (1)

1247 N-term PU: NH inp b (17), CN s (10), -NH2 rocking (12), CHR outp b (10), -CRC s (8), CO inp b (4),
-CH3 rocking (2), -C�NpCR b (2), CO s (2), CH3a rocking (1), CNpCR b (1), CRC� s (1),
CHR inp b (1), -CH3 asym def′ (1)

C-term PU: -CR
aHR

a outp b (12), CR
aHR

a inp b (6), CR
bHR

b outp b (2), -NCR
a s (1), -NaHa inp b (1),

CH3a rocking′ (1), -CaNa s (1), -CHR
b inp b (1), CH3a asym def (1)

PPII 1205 C-term PU: CaNa s (21), NaHa inp b (16), -NaCR
b s (14), NaCR

b s (6), OHp* inp b (6), CR
aHR

a outp b (6),
CR

aHR
a inp b (5), CH3b rocking (4), -CR

bHR
b outp b (4), -CaCR

a s (2), NaC�
bCR

b b (1),
-CH3a rocking′ (1), -CaNCR

a b (1), -CNpCR b (1), NaCpCR
b b (1), -COp inp b (1),

CN s (1), CaCR
bNa b (1), CR

bCp s (1)
N-term PU: -NH2 rocking (3), NH inp b (1), NpCR s (1)

1227 N-term PU: NH2 rocking (18), -CN s (16), -NH inp b (13), -CO inp b (7), CNpCR b (6), -NpCR s (3),
-CRHR outp b (3), CRC s (2), -CC�CR b (2), -CO s (1), CH3 rocking′ (1), CH3 rocking (1),
C�NpCR b (1), CH3 asym def (1)

C-term PU: CR
aHR

a outp b (10), NR
aCR

a s (5), -CR
aHR

a inp b (2), -CH3a rocking (2),
-CH3a rocking′ (1), -CH3a asym def (1), NaCR

b s (1), -CaNCR
a b (1), NaHa inp b (1)

a Frequencies are scaled by factor 0.97. Abbreviations: PU, peptide unit; s, stretch; b, bending; inp b, in-plane bending; outp b, out-of-plane
bending; scs, scissoring. -NH2 rocking is a penultimate group vibration contribution.
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stretching and N-H bending. The amide III3 normal modes in
both the R-helix and PPII conformations of Ala3 act as local
modes in terms of contributions from C-N stretching and N-H
bending from individual peptide units (Table 3).
The two amide III3 bands in the R-helical conformation were

calculated to occur at 1222 and 1247 cm-1, with the 25 cm-1

higher frequency band corresponding to the vibration of the
N-terminus peptide unit with contributions from the terminal
NH2 group rocking bending. A similar gap between two amide
III3 frequencies was calculated for the PPII conformation where
the N-terminal peptide unit vibration also has a contribution
from NH2 rocking.
Because these two amide III3 vibrations differ due to the

unique NH2 rocking contribution from the N-terminal group, it
is likely that this calculation may not be relevant to the amide
III3 bonds of the internal peptide unit of peptides, which cannot
include NH2 rocking. Thus, we attempted to examine amide
III3 normal modes in Ala3 isotopomers, which were uncoupled
to the terminal NH2 group motions; we examined the ND2-
deuterated derivative of Ala3.
ND2-deuteration decreases the frequency difference between

the two amide III3 bands to 14 cm-1 in the R-helical conforma-
tion and to 11 cm-1 in the PPII conformation (Table 4). In the
ND2 R-helical Ala3 derivative, the higher frequency amide III3
vibration is dominated by the N-terminus peptide unit but also
contains a smaller contribution of motion from the other peptide
unit. The low frequency amide III3 band corresponds mainly to
a C-terminus amide III3 vibration with significant but smaller
N-H bending and C-N stretching contributions from the other
peptide unit.
The amide III3 vibrations (1201 and 1212 cm-1) in the PPII

conformation of ND2 Ala3 are evidently coupled; both amide
III3 vibrations involve comparable contributions of CN stretching
and NH bending from each peptide unit (Table 4). Our
experimental results concluded little coupling evidenced by
insignificant spectral frequency shifts upon deuteration of
adjacent peptide units.
Frequency Shifts of the Amide Bands Due to Coupling.

The coupling between local motions is monitored by the value
of the coupling force constants, i.e., the off-diagonal elements

of the Hessian matrix. For a system with two peptide bonds,
the Hessian matrix is

where K1 and K2 are force constants of the local modes and
C12 is the coupling force constant between local modes.
Due to the nonzero coupling force constants, interaction

between two local modes results in formation of two coupled
delocalized modes with perturbed frequencies. In the case of
amide I local mode coupling, two coupled amide I modes of
symmetry A and E1 are formed. The frequencies of the A and
E1 modes will occur at higher and lower frequencies relative to
that of the unperturbed local CdO stretches. The A component
refers to the symmetrical, in-phase stretching of CdO bonds.
The E1 component originates from asymmetric or out-of-phase
stretching motions of CdO bonds. When the transition dipole
moments of the CdO stretch are perpendicular to the axis of
the peptide backbone (as in the PPII or �-strand-like conforma-
tions), the E1 component will show strong IR absorbance and
the A component will be active in Raman but vanish in IR
measurements. For these conformations, there is a difference
between the amide I frequency observable in IR and the amide
I frequency observable in Raman. This frequency difference
corresponds to the A-E1 splitting, which originates from
coupling of the local CdO stretches. By contrast, in the R-helix
conformation, where the transition dipole moment of each
peptide group is almost parallel to the helix axis, the A
component acquires a strong IR absorbance in addition to Raman
intensity. Therefore, R-helical peptides show an amide I band
of A symmetry, which is observable in both the IR and Raman
spectra; there will be no frequency difference between the IR
and Raman observed amide I bands in this case. There are few
published studies dedicated to the peptide secondary structure
determination from experimentally measured A-E1 splitting
between the amide I Raman and IR frequencies.25,53,54
The frequency difference between coupled vibrations depends

upon the magnitude of the vibrational coupling constant. The
larger the coupling constant, the stronger the coupling and the

TABLE 4: Calculated Amide III3 Frequencies and Normal Mode Compositions of ND2-Substituted Ala3a

conformer ν, cm-1 PED, %
R-helix 1218 C-term PU: CaNa s (14), NaHa inp b (12), -CaCR

a s (11), CaOa inp b (6), -NaCR
b s (4),

-CR
bHR

b outp b (4), -CR
aHR

a outp b (4), CR
bHR

b inp b (3), CH3a rock′ (3), CaNCR
a b (2),

CH3b rock (1), CaC�
aCR

a b (1), -NC�
aCR

a b (1), -CH3a asym def′ (1), CH3b rock′ (1),
NCR

a s (1), CH3b asym def (1), CR
aHR

a inp b (1)
N-term PU: NH inp b (8), CN s (5), -CRC s (5), -NH2 scs (3), CO inp b (2), CO s (1), CNpCR b (1)

1232 N-term PU: NH inp b (15), CN s (13), -CRC s (10), CO inp b (5), CNpCR b (2), -NH2 scs (1),
CH3 rock′ (1), -NH2 rock (1), -C�NpCR b (1), CO s (1), -CH3 rock (1), CRC� s (1),
CC�CR b (1), -CH3 asym def′ (1)

C-term PU: -NaHa inp b (6), -CaNa s (5), CaCR
as (5), -CR

aHR
a outp b (5), -NCR

a s (4), CR
aHR

a inp b (4),
CR

bHR
b outp b (4), CH3a rock (2), NaCR

bs (2), -CR
bHR

b inp b (2), -CaOa inp b (2),
NC�

aCR
a b (1), -CH3b rock (1), -CH3b rock′ (1)

PPII 1201 C-term PU: NaCR.
b s (13), -CaNa s (13), -NaHa inp b (8), NCR

a s (6), -OpHp* inp b (5), -CH3b rock (3),
-CHR

b inp b (3), -CaOa inp b (2), -CH3a rock (2), CR
bHR

b outp b (2), -NaC�
bCR

b b (1),
-NC�

aCR
a b (1), -CR

aNaCa b (1), -CR
bCp s (1), -CaCR

bΝa b (1), -NaCpCR.
b b (1),

Cp.C �
b CR

b b (1)
N-terminal PU: -CN s (11), -NH inp b (8), -CRHR inp b (4), -CO inp b (4), -CRHR outp b (1),
CNpCR b (1), -NH2 scs (1), CRC s (1), NH2 rock (1), CH3 rock′ (1)

1212 N-terminal PU: -CN s (12), -NH inp b (7), -CO inp b (4), -CRHR inp b (4), -CRHR outp b (2),
CNpCR b (1), -CH3a asym def (1), CH3 rock′ (1), CRC s (1), NH2 rock (1)

C-terminal PU: CaNa s (9), NaHa inp b (9), CHR
a outp b (13), NCR

a s (9), CaOa inp b (4), -CH3a rock (3),
-NaCR

b s (3), -CR
bHR

b outp b (3), -CaNCR
a b (2), -CH3a rock′ (2), -CaCR

a s (2), OHp* inp b (2),
CH3b rock (1), -NC�

aCR
a b (1)

a Frequencies are scaled by factor 0.97. Abbreviations: PU, peptide unit; s, stretch; b, bending; inp b, in-plane; outp b, out-of-plane bending; scs,
scissoring.

F̃(φ,�) ) [K1(φ,�) C12(φ,�)
C12(φ,�) K2(φ,�) ]
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more the frequencies of coupled bands are perturbed compared
to the frequencies of the local uncoupled bands. Therefore, we
can estimate the strength of the amide band coupling by
monitoring the frequency differences between calculated amide
bands compared to the frequencies of the original uncoupled
local vibrations. To obtain these uncoupled frequencies, we
calculated the normal modes of various Ala3 isotopomers.
Amide I. The PED of the R-helical natural abundance Ala3

normal modes shows that the two calculated amide I bands
(1702 and 1716 cm-1) are coupled modes of A and E1
symmetry. We singly substituted C13-O18 at each of the two
Ala3 peptide bonds and calculated the frequency of the other
natural abundance peptide bond. In this case, the local amide I
vibrations at the carboxyl end occurred at 1712 cm-1 and at
the amine end occurred at 1708 cm-1. The frequencies differ
because their optimized structures have slightly different CdO
bond lengths (Table 5). If we assume a reference frequency for
the uncoupled local CdO stretching mode of Ala3 as a simple
average (1710 cm-1) of the local amide I frequencies calculated
for two Ala3 isotopomers, we conclude that the coupling
interactions in natural abundance Ala3 up-shift the high fre-
quency A component by 6 cm-1 and down-shifts the E1
component by 8 cm-1 (Tables 5 and 10). In contrast, the PPII
Ala3 PED shows that two calculated amide I modes are
uncoupled and their frequencies are almost equal to the

uncoupled amide I frequencies of Ala3 isotopomers. These
results are fully consistent with our experimental data. Our
results are also consistent with Torii and Tasumi17 who
theoretically showed that the coupling constants between
adjacent amide I vibrations in the R-helix conformation are
larger than those in the �-region (close to that of PPII
conformation).
There are two main mechanisms of vibrational coupling:

through bond coupling (or mechanical coupling) and through
space coupling (or electrostatic coupling). Mechanical coupling
results from the impact of local atomic motion on the structure
of adjacent molecular bonds; electrostatic coupling results from
the motion of local dipolar bonds. The large dipole moment of
the C-O bond gives rise to significant electrostatic coupling
for the amide I modes in addition to significant mechanical
coupling. In contrast, mechanical coupling dominates the
coupling between the amide II and amide III3 vibrations due to
the smaller dipole moments of the vibrating bonds.
Amide I coupling in the R-helix conformation and the lack

of it in the PPII conformation result from the different relative
spatial orientations of the CdO bonds in the R-helix and PPII
conformations.
In the R-helix, the CdO bonds are almost co-parallel; in the

PPII conformation, they project out at angles of ∼120° from
one another. The more they project upon one another, the larger

TABLE 5: Calculated Amide I Frequencies (cm-1) of Normal Abundance Ala3 and Ala3 Isotopomers in r-Helical and PPII
Conformations

R-helix PPII
C13O18-Ala3 1712a

l(CdO) ) 1.224 Å
1699
l(CdO) ) 1.229 Å

C13O18-Ala3 1708
l(CdO) ) 1.226 Å

1695
l(CdO) ) 1.231 Å

Ala3 1716 (A) 1698 (C term. PB)
1702 (E1) 1695 (N term. PB)

a Frequencies and CdO bond lengths correspond to indicated PB.

TABLE 6: Normal Mode Compositions of Amide I Vibrations of D2N, ND-Isotopomers of Ala3a

PU
deuterated ν, cm-1 PED, %

R-helix N-terminus 1715 C-term PU: CaOa s (60), CR
aNaCa b (5), -CaNa s (4), -CaCR

a s (2), -NaHa inp b (2), CaCR
bNb b (1),

-CaNCR
a b (1)

N-term PU: CO s (19), -CN s (2), NCRC b (2), -CRC s (1)
1699 N-term PU: CO s (60), -CN s (5), NCRC b (5), -CRC s (2), -CNpCR b (1)

C-term PU: -CaOa s (19), -CR
aNaCa b (2), CaNa s (2), CR

aCN b (1), CaCR
a s (1)

C-terminus 1713 C-term PU: CaOa s (43), CR
aNaCa b (3), -CaNa s (3), -CaCR.

a s (2)
N-term PU: CO s (37), NCRC b (3), -CN s (3), CRC s (2)

1701 N-term PU: CO s (41), NCRC b (4), -CN s (3), -CRC s (2), -NH inp b (1), -CNpCR b (1)
C-term PU: -CaOa s (37), CaNa s (3), -CR

aNaCa b (3), CaCR
a s (1), -CaCR

bNa b (1), CaNCR
a b (1),

CR
aCN b (1)

PPII N-terminus 1695 C-term PU: CaOa s (76), -CaNa s (8), CR
aNaCa b (6), -CaCR

a s (2), NaCaCR
b b (2), CaNCR

a b (1)
N-term PU: CO s (3)

1690 N-term PU: CO s (75), NCRC b (7), -CN s (6), -CRC s (3), -ND inp b (2), CNpCR b (1)
C-term PU: -CaOa s (3), CR

aCN b (2)
C-terminus 1699 C-term PU: CaOa s (78), -CaNa s (7), CR

aNaCa b (7), -CaCR
a s (3), -NaDa inp b (2), CaCR

bNa b (2),
CaNCR

a b (1)
1685 N-term PU: CO s (79), -CN s (7), NCRC b (7), -CRC s (3), CNpCR b (1), -NH inp b (1)

C-term PU: CR
aCN b (2)

a Frequencies are scaled by factor 0.97. Abbreviations: PU, peptide unit; s, stretch; b, bending; inp b, in-plane; outp b, out-of-plane bending; scs,
scissoring.
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will be the dipole-dipole interactions. In addition, the closer
the distance between CdO bonds, the stronger the dipole-
dipole interactions. An R-helix conformation has a smaller pitch
than the more extended PPII structure; the CdO and N-H

bonds of neighboring peptide bonds are closer to each other
compared to PPII or �-strand conformations.
Deuteration of the peptide bond NH and penultimate amino

group does not affect the coupled amide I frequencies and

TABLE 7: Calculated Amide I, Amide II, and Amide III3 Frequencies of Normal Abundance Ala3 and Ala3 Isotopomers in
PPII and r-Helical Conformations

amide I amide II amide III3
deuteration conform N-term. C-term. N-term. C-term. N-term. C-term.

none R-helix 1702 out-of-phase 1480 in-phase 1247 1222
1716 in-phase 1495 out-of-phase

PPII 1695 1698 1491 1495 1227 1205
ND2 R-helix 1702 out-of-phase 1480 in-phase 1232 1218

1716 in-phase 1496 out-of-phase
PPII 1691 1699 1491 1496 1201 in-phase

1212 out-of-phase
ND-N term R-helix 1699 out-of-phase ND 1487 ND 1221

1715 in-phase
PPII 1690 1699 ND 1495 ND 1206

ND-C term R-helix 1701 out-of-phase 1489 ND 1245 ND
1713 in phase

PPII 1694 1695 1492 ND 1226 ND
ND2, ND-N term R-helix 1699 out-of-phase ND 1487 ND 1221

1715 in-phase
PPII 1685 1699 ND 1495 ND 1206

ND2, ND-C term R-helix 1701 out-of-phase 1489 ND 1227 ND
1713 in-phase

PPII 1690 1695 1491 ND 1207 ND

TABLE 8: Normal Mode Compositions of Amide II Vibrations of D2N, ND-Isotopomers of Ala3a

deuterated
PU ν, cm-1 a PED, %

R-helix N-terminus 1487 C-term PU: NaHa inp b (47), -CaNa s (20), -CR
bHR

b inp b (9), NaCRb s (6), CH3b asym def′ (3),
-CaOa inp b (3), CaCR.

a s (2), -CH3a asym def′ (2), -CH3b asym def (1), CH3b rocking′ (1),
CaOa s (1)

C-terminus 1489 N-term PU: NH inp b (47), -CN s (25), -CO inp b (4), -CRC s (3), -CH3 asym def′ (2), CO s (1)
C-term PU: NCR

a s (7), CR
aHR

a inp b (4), CH3a asym def′ (2), CR
aHR

a outp b (1), NC�
aCR

a b (1)
PPII N-terminus 1495 C-term PU: NaHa inp b (49), -CaNa s (28), NaCR.

b s (7), -CaOa inp b (5), CaCR
a s (4), -CR

bHR
b inp b (1),

NaC�
bCR

b b (1), -CH3a asym def′ (1), CH3b asym def′ (1), CR
bHR

b outp b (1), CR
aHR

a inp b (1),
-NaCpCR

b b (1)
C-terminus 1491 N-term PU: NH inp b (43), -CN s (25), -CO inp b (4), CRC s (4), -CH3 asym def′ (1), CO s (1),

CRHR inp b (1)
C-term PU: NCR

a s (6), -CR
aHR

a inp b (6), CH3a asym def′ (3), NC�
aCR

a b (1), -CH3a asym def (1)
a Frequencies are scaled by factor 0.97. Abbreviations: PU, peptide unit; s, stretch, b, bending; inp b, in-plane; outp b, out-of-plane bending; scs,

scissoring.

TABLE 9: Normal Mode Compositions of Localized Amide III3 Vibrations of D2N, ND-Isotopomers of Ala3a

deuterated
PU ν, cm-1 a PED, %

R-helix N-terminus 1221 C-term PU: CaNa s (19), NaHa inp b (18), -CaCR
a s (16), CaOa inp b (8), -CR

bHR
b outp b (7),

-NaCR
b s (6), CR

bHR
b inp b (4), CH3b rock (2), -NC�

aCR
a b (2), CaNCR

a b (2), NCR
a s (2),

-CH3a rock (2), CH3a rock′ (2), -CH3a asym def′ (1), CH3a asym def′ (1), CH3b rock′ (1),
CH3b asym def (1), NaCpCR

b b (1), CR
aC�

a s (1), NaC�
bCR

b b (1), -CpOp inp b (1),
CaCR

bNa b (1)
C-terminus 1227 N-term PU: NH inp b (24), CN s (19), -CRC s (16), -CO inp b (8), CNpCR b (3), -ND2 sciss (2),

-CO s (1), CH3 rock′ (1), -ND2 rock (1), CRC� s (1), -C�NpCR b (1), -CH3 rock (1),
CC�CR b (1), -CH3 asym def′ (1)

C-term PU: CR
aHR

a outp b (10), NCR
a s (2), CR

aHR
a inp b (4), CH3a rock′ (1), CH3a rock (1),

CH3a asym def (1)
PPII N-terminus 1206 C-term PU: CaNa s (23), NaHa inp b (17), -NaCR

b s (13), CR
aHR

a outp b (10), CaOa inp b (7),
OHp* inp b (6), -CR

bHR
b outp b (4), CH3b rock (4), CR

aHR
a inp b (3), -CH3a rock′ (2),

-CaCR
a s (2), -CaNCR

a b (1), NaC�
bCR

b b (1), NaCpCR
b b (1), -CpOp inp b (1)

N-term PU: NCRC b (1)
C-terminus 1207 N-term PU: CN s (24), NH inp b (14), CO inp b (8), CRHR inp b (7), CRHR outp b (4), -CNpCR b (2),

-CRC s (1), -CH3 rock′ (1), -ND2 rock (1)
C-term PU: -NCR

a s (16), CH3a rock (5), -CR
aHR

a outp b (4), NC�
aCR

a b (2), -NaCR
a s (1),

CR
aNaCa b (1), CR

a CN b (1), CaNCR
a b (1), CH3a asym def (1), CR

aHR
a inp b (1),

CaCR
a s (1), CH3a rock′ (1)

a Frequencies are scaled by factor 0.97. Abbreviations: PU, peptide unit; s, stretch; b, bending; inp b, in-plane; outp b, out-of-plane bending; scs,
scissoring.
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normal mode compositions in the R-helical conformation
compared to the amide I frequencies of normal abundance Ala3.
In the PPII conformation, the amide I frequencies slightly shift
upon deuteration (Tables 6 and 7). In the normal abundance
PPII Ala3 conformation, these modes are mainly CdO stretching
vibrations of each individual peptide unit containing minor
contributions (2%) from N-H bending. In addition to the N-H
bending, the local amide I vibration of the N-terminal peptide
unit has a contribution from NH2 scissoring (4%) (Table 1).
Deuteration of the NH2 group or N-H bond eliminates
contributions of N-H bending and NH2 scissoring vibrations
from the normal mode compositions, which results in slight
frequency shifts (4-10 cm-1) of the amide I frequencies (Table
7).
Amide II. No vibrational coupling occurs between amide II

bands in the PPII conformation of Ala3. These amide II
frequencies are almost equal to the local frequencies (1496 and
1491 cm-1) of isotopically substituted Ala3 (Tables 7 and 8).
The difference between two frequencies of regular Ala3 (4 cm-1)
and two local frequencies of the Ala3-isotopomers (5 cm-1)
originates from a slight difference between the C-N bond
lengths of the two peptide bonds and is unrelated to any
coupling.
We calculate that coupling between the amide II bands of

R-helical Ala3 results in formation of two delocalized vibrations
which are up- and down-shifted by 8 cm-1 compared to the
uncoupled localized amide II vibrations of the ND-substituted
Ala3 (Tables 7 and 10). However, for ND-deuterated R-helical
Ala3, we also calculate that the uncoupled amide II vibration
should occur around 1487-1489 cm-1 (excluding frequency

shift due to hydrogen bonding). This differs from the coupled
amide II band frequencies calculated at 1480 and 1496 cm-1.
These results indicate that we should observe more often the

narrow amide II band in partially deuterated peptides than those
fully protonated bands in pure water. It is possible that this shift
was obscured by the overlap of the amide II band with an
arginine band and the molecular oxygen stretching band.
Amide III3. For R-helical NH2, NH-deuterated Ala3 isoto-

pomers, our calculations show a 6 cm-1 frequency difference
between local amide III3 bands (1221 and 1227 cm-1) of the
N- and C-terminal peptide bonds.
In ND2-substituted R-helical Ala3, the amide III3 vibrations

are mainly localized. The higher frequency amide III3 band
(1232 cm-1) is dominated by the motion of the N-terminal
peptide unit with only a minor contribution from the C-terminal
peptide unit (Table 4); the low frequency amide III3 vibration
(1218 cm-1) contains a major contribution from the C-terminus
peptide unit. The local amide III3 vibrations of ND, ND2-
deuterated Ala3 isotopomers occur at 1227 cm-1 (N-terminus
vibration) and at 1221 cm-1 (C-terminus vibration) (Table 9).
Vibrational coupling with the other peptide unit up-shifts this
band by 5 cm-1. Consequently, amide III3 bands are 5 up- and
3 cm-1 down-shifted (Table 10). We conclude that R-helical
amide III3 band coupling is small because the frequencies shift
little from the frequencies of local vibrations. However, the
normal mode compositions of these two calculated amide III3
vibrations indicate some contributions from the adjacent peptide
unit.
The PPII conformation N- and C-terminus amide III3 vibra-

tions of the ND2, ND-substituted Ala3 isotopomers have almost
identical frequencies (1206, 1207 cm-1). Therefore, in natural
abundance Ala3, the symmetrical component (1201 cm-1) of
amide III3 is down-shifted by 5 cm-1 and the asymmetrical

TABLE 10: Vibrational Coupling Frequency Shifts of
Amide Bands

conformation
Δνamide I,
cm-1

Δνamide II,
cm-1

Δνamide III3,
cm-1

in-phase 6 8 -3R-helix out-of-phase -8 -8 5
in-phase no coupling no coupling -5PPII out-of-phase occurs occurs 6

TABLE 11: Measured PPII AP Frequencies, Calculated
Frequencies of PPII Ala3 in Vacuum and in Ala3-Water
Complex, and Calculated Hydrogen-Bonding Frequency
Shifts

νamide I, cm-1 νamide II, cm-1 νamide III, cm-1

ala3 vacuum 1699 1496 1205
ala3‚4H2O 1657 1559 1249
ΔνHBa -42 63 44
PPII AP 1660 1558 1248
a ΔνHB ) νAla3×4W - νAla3 gas.

TABLE 12: Amide Frequencies of AP (Measured) and Ala3 (Calculated) in PPII Conformation in Gas-Phase and in
Peptide-Water Complex

amide I, cm-1 amide II, cm-1 amide III3, cm-1

N-term. C-term. N-term. C-term. in-phase out-of-phase
PPII-ala3, calc 1690

(1648)
1699
(1657)

1491
(1554)

1496
(1558)

1201
(1245)

1212
(1256)

PPII-AP in H2O,
experimental

1660 1558 1245

PPII-AP in H2O/D2O
experimental

1655 1559 1248

PPII-AP in H2O/D2O
modeled spectra
without coupling

1661 1560 1249

a Values in parentheses include ΔυHB (see Table 11).

Figure 2. Water bridges in PPII structure.
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component (1212 cm-1) is up-shifted by 6 cm-1 due to
vibrational coupling (Tables 4 and 10). Our calculations show
weak coupling of the PPII amide III3 bands. This PPII amide
III3 coupling can be explained by its normal mode compositions.
Besides the C-N stretch and N-H bending, which are coupled
in-phase with CR-H bending, the PPII amide III3 modes contain
contributions from the N-CR stretching vibration (Table 4). The
N-CR bond “bridges” adjacent peptide units. This stretching
motion facilitates coupling with the CR-H bending motions.
The CR-H bending can efficiently couple with N-H bending
of the adjacent peptide unit. The contribution from the N-CR
stretch facilitates delocalization of the PPII amide III3 band.
The amide III3 vibration of R-helical Ala3 does not include the
N-CR stretching. Instead, this normal mode contains C-CR
stretching.
Frequency Shifts of the Amide Bands Due to Hydrogen

Bonding. Our calculated amide frequencies differ from the
experimentally measured frequencies because we have not taken
into account the effects of hydrogen bonding. The hydrogen-
bonding patterns differ in the R-helix and PPII conformations.
Hydrogen bonding in the PPII conformation involves hydrogen
bonding to water. Hydrogen bonding in the R-helix conformation
involves peptide bond-peptide bond hydrogen bonding.
Hydrogen-Bonding Shifts in PPII Conformation. To estimate

the effects of the hydrogen-bonding differences on the frequen-
cies of the amide vibrations we compared amide I, amide II,
and amide III3 frequencies calculated for the PPII Ala3 in
vacuum to the Ala3-water complex.
Sreerama et al.55 studied the network of water molecules

involved in hydrogen bonding to the backbone of polyalanine
in �-strand and PPII conformations by molecular dynamics
simulations. They analyzed populations of different types of
hydrogen-bonding “bridges”. For the PPII conformation, they

found that a bridge of two water molecules connecting the i-th
CdO and (i + 2)-th N-H bonds was the most populated.
We calculated the frequencies of an Ala3-water complex in

the PPII conformation for this arrangement of water molecules
(see Figure 2). We included four water molecules, which made
two water bridges: one connects the first residue CdO bond
with the third residue N-H bond and the other connects the
remaining N-H and CdO groups in the second residue (Figure
2). This hydrogen-bonding network down-shifts the amide I
frequency of Ala3 by 42 cm-1 and up-shifts the amide II and
amide III3 bands by 63 and 44 cm-1, respectively (Table 11).
Overall, the amide frequencies calculated for the Ala3-water
complex agree well with the experimentally measured frequen-
cies of PPII AP (Table 12).
Hydrogen-Bonding Shifts in R-Helical Conformation. Theo-

retical simulation of the intermolecular hydrogen bonding in
the R-helix conformation is more complicated. We estimated
the R-helix hydrogen-bonding frequency shifts from a difference
between UVRR amide band frequencies of the gas phase56 and
liquid state35 of N-methylacetamide (NMA) (Table 13). The
frequency of the amide I band decreases by 63 cm-1 in liquid
NMA, compared to the gas state, and the amide II and amide
III3 frequencies increase by ∼60 and 43 cm-1, respectively. We
applied these frequency shifts to correct the calculated frequen-
cies of vacuum R-ala3. This correction brings calculated Ala3
frequencies into a good agreement with the measured frequen-
cies of R-helical AP (Table 14).

Conclusion
Our calculations have demonstrated vibrational coupling

between adjacent peptide units of the amide I and amide II
modes in the R-helical conformation where these carbonyl bonds
are closest to each other and their projection angles are smallest.
This coupling decreases in the PPII conformation, because the
structure is more extended and the projection angle increases.
The favorable orientation of the CdO bonds in the R-helix

conformation facilitates transitional dipole coupling. Therefore,
coupling of the amide I bands is much larger than coupling
between the amide II bands.
Coupling interactions between amide III3 bands is less than

that of the amide I and amide II vibrations. The amide III3 bands
can be treated as a local vibrations of independently Raman
scattering peptide bonds. The calculated amide III3 frequencies
are not significantly perturbed compared to the frequencies of
local amide III3 modes even though our calculations indicate
that their normal mode compositions contain minor contributions
from the adjacent peptide units.
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TABLE 13: Measured Frequencies of Gas-Phase and Liquid
NMA, Calculated Hydrogen-Bonding Frequency Shifts
(ΔνHB), Calculated Frequencies of r-Helical Ala3 in Vacuum,
Frequencies of the r-Helical Ala3 Including ΔνHB, and
Measured Frequencies of r-Helical AP

νamide I, cm-1 νamide II, cm-1 νamide III3, cm-1

NMA, gas phasea
measured

1731 1499 1255

NMA, neat liquid
measured

1668 1558 1298

ΔνHBb -63 59 43
R-Ala3, gas phase
calcd

1702 1480 1218

R-Ala3+ Δν 1639 1539 1261
R-AP, experimental 1646 1547 1261
a Kubelka, J.; Keiderling, T. J. Phys. Chem. A 2001, 10922-10928.

b ΔνHB ) νNMA liquid - νNMA gas.

TABLE 14: Measured and Calculated Frequencies of AP and Ala3 in r-Helical Conformationsa

amide I, cm-1 amide II, cm-1 amide III3, cm-1

in-phase out-of-phase in-phase out-of-phase in-phase out-of-phase
R-Ala3, calcd 1716

(1653)
1702
(1639)

1480
(1539)

1496
(1555)

1218
(1261)

1232
(1275)

R-AP in H2O,
experimental

1646 1547 1261

R-AP in H2O/D2O,
experimental

1644 1535 1256

R-AP in H2O/D2O
modeled spectra
without coupling

1643 1530 1262

a Values in parenthesis include ΔνHB (see Table 11).
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